Past Teaching Activities

Previous Courses on Computer Science at Federal University of Santa Catarina:

- Control and Automation
- Concurrent Programming
- Numerical Analysis
- Statistic and Probability
- Object oriented Development
- Software/Hardware Integration
- Introduction to Computer Science
- Statistical Methods
- Computer Programming I
- Computer Programming II
- Dedicated Operating Systems
- Computer Organization
- Operating Systems
- Digital Systems

Previous Courses on Electronics at Federal Institute of Santa Catarina:

- Basic Electronic
- Data Communication
- A/D and D/A Converters
- Sequential Logic
- Microcontrollers
- Microprocessors
- Embedded Operating Systems

Previous Courses on Computer Science/Engineering at University of Vale do Itajai:

- Linear Algebra
- Computer Architecture and Organization I
- Computer Architecture and Organization II
- Bioinformatics
- Electronics
- Statistics and Probability I
- Statistics and Probability II
- Scientific Methodology
- Computer Networks
- Systems Simulation
- Operating Systems
- Embedded Systems